The study of murine memory B cells has been limited by small cell numbers and the lack of a defi nitive marker. We have addressed some of these diffi culties with hapten-specifi c transgenic (Tg) mouse models that yield relatively large numbers of antigen-specifi c memory B cells upon immunization. Using these models, along with a 5-bromo-2 ' -deoxyuridine (BrdU) pulse-label strategy, we compared memory cells to their naive precursors in a comprehensive fl ow cytometric survey, thus revealing several new murine memory B cell markers. Most interestingly, memory cells were phenotypically heterogeneous. Particularly surprising was the fi nding of an unmutated memory B cell subset identifi ed by the expression of CD80 and CD35. We confi rmed these fi ndings in an analogous V region knock-in mouse and/or in non-Tg mice. There also was anatomic heterogeneity, with BrdU ؉ memory cells residing not just in the marginal zone, as had been thought, but also in splenic follicles. These studies impact the current understanding of murine memory B cells by identifying new phenotypes and by challenging assumptions about the location and V region mutation status of memory cells. The apparent heterogeneity in the memory compartment implies either different origins and/or different functions, which we discuss.
Immunological memory is the defi ning feature of the adaptive immune system. Memory is an emergent property of the immune system that derives from a variety of mechanisms. The immune host has standing antibody (Ab) titers that block or modify reinfection. Recall responses are faster, larger, and qualitatively diff erent than primary responses ( 1 ) . Part of this eff ect is caused by increased precursor frequency of antigen (Ag)-specifi c T and B cells; these more numerous cells also do not respond the same way as naive cells ( 2 -4 ) . How memory cells diff er from naive cells is thus of fundamental interest in understanding immunological memory.
There is surprisingly little known about memory B cells, with most information coming from human studies. Presumably because of the constant exposure to antigens, humans have an abundance of memory-like cells, as defi ned by the widely accepted marker CD27 ( 5 -7 ) . The use of CD27 as a memory marker has allowed fl ow analysis and the purifi cation of memory B cells, enabling in vitro and gene expression studies ( 2, 4, 8 -10 ) . These studies have provided insight into intrinsic diff erences between naive and memory B cells. For example, Tangye et al. have shown that memory B cells are more apt to proliferate and diff erentiate in vitro into Ab-forming cells (AFCs) under certain conditions of stimulation ( 4, 9 ) . However, the origins and age of memory cells in humans, as well as their Ag specifi city, are diffi cult to discern; additionally, the properties of human memory cells cannot be tested in vivo.
The murine system, on the other hand, has been hampered by small numbers of memory cells ( ‫ف‬ 5,000 -50,000 Ag-specifi c cells per immune mouse spleen [ 11 -13 ] ), as well as a lack of generally agreed-upon markers for memory cells. Instead of specifi c memory markers, workers have used isotype switch in a cell that lacks germinal center (GC) -specifi c markers as a surrogate for memory identity ( 14, 15 ) . However, the murine system enables genetic manipulation and cell transfer to test the roles of genes and cell subsets ( 16, 17 ) . Further, the exact precursorproduct relationship between naive and memory cells can be established. The age of memory cells can also be known, and such cells can be studied when the primary response has waned completely. Thus far, these potential advantages have largely been untapped.
found an enrichment of replacement mutations as the memory compartment aged, suggesting ongoing selection or initial imprinting of longevity in higher affi nity B cells. Finally, we determined by immunohistology that although BrdUlabeled, Ag-specifi c memory B cells were found in the marginal zone (MZ), as reported ( 27, 28 ) , they did not preferentially localize there, in contrast to commonly held assumptions.
RESULTS

Several surface markers distinguish murine memory B cells from their naive counterparts
Although NP-immune Vh186.2 H Tg mice have substantial increases in the Ag-specifi c (4-hydroxy-3-nitroiodophenyl [NIP]-binding) population, to unambiguously label memory cells, we injected both alum-treated and NP-immunized mice with BrdU during the peak of the GC response ( 25, 26 ) . This BrdU pulse-labeling strategy durably marked those cells that derived from dividing precursors and then stopped cycling during or immediately after the labeling period. Such cells meet a stringent defi nition for memory as used by us and others ( 29 -31 ) . Note that only a fraction of memory cells are labeled by this strategy because cells that diff erentiated before and after the short labeling window would not take up BrdU. Our previous studies showed that immunization with Ag versus alum alone yielded, on average, a fi vefold enrichment (range four-to sevenfold) in the frequency and number of BrdU ϩ cells in the Tg mice, which is the product of the frequencies of B220 ϩ / NIP ϩ and NIP ϩ /BrdU ϩ cells ( Fig. 1 A ) ( 26 ) . This allowed us to identify proteins that were increased in expression on BrdU ϩ cells, as at least 80% of them would be true memory cells, i.e., elicited only after exposure to cognate Ag.
We conducted a comparative FACS survey of 29 markers on NP ϩ B cells from naive mice and NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ B cells from immune (mϩs)Ig Tg mice (see references [ 25, 26 ] and Materials and Methods for details on the mice). Most of the markers examined did not show signifi cant diff erences between naive NP ϩ and memory NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ cells (P Ͼ 0.05; Table I ). However, there were some notable exceptions (boldface in Table I ), indicating that memory diff erentiation resulted in subtle, but defi nite, changes of the naive B cell phenotype. Each of these diff erentially expressed molecules will be described in detail in the following sections.
A greater proportion of long-lived B cells express high levels of CD80 after immunization There was a signifi cant increase in the frequency of CD80 ϩ / NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ B cells in immune mice compared with NP ϩ B cells from alum-immunized (mϩs)Ig Tg mice (P Ͼ 0.005; Fig. 1 B and Table II ). There was a bimodal distribution of CD80 on NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ and total NP ϩ B cells from immune mice ( Fig. 1 B and not depicted) . To determine if increased expression of CD80 was a general characteristic of murine memory B cells, we generated NP-specifi c memory B cells in four other distinct systems ( Fig. 1 C and Fig. S1 , available at http:// www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20062571/DC1): nonTg C57BL/6J (B6) mice, mIg Tg mice that were immunized It would be ideal to have a murine memory system that generated larger numbers of cells. This would permit a better defi nition of memory cell surface markers and enable in vitro functional analysis. Surface markers can provide insight into memory B cell biology; for example, human memory B cells have elevated levels of the costimulatory molecules CD80 and CD86 compared with naive cells ( 18 -20 ) . In addition, surface marker expression could defi ne biologically meaningful heterogeneity, as is the case for memory T cells ( 21 ) . One limitation in eff orts to defi ne markers and memory cell subsets is the potentially circular nature of defi nitions. For example, because mutation is accepted as a marker for human memory B cells, this of course makes it impossible to identify unmutated memory cells, should they exist ( 6, 22 ) . It is most desirable to have a defi nition of memory B cells based on biology alone, and then to assess the markers of such cells.
To begin to address these issues, we have developed a system that generates large numbers of murine memory B cells. Our approach uses a B cell receptor (BCR) H chain transgenic (Tg; Vh186.2), which, in combination with endogenous 1 L chain, encodes a receptor specifi c for the hapten 4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl (NP) ( 23 ) . In such mice, the precursor frequency is elevated to ‫ف‬ 2% of B cells, which is higher than the 0.02% in non-Tg mice ( 12 ), but not so high as to inhibit immune responses, as is observed in monoclonal Tg mice ( 24 ) . At the peak of the GC response in our mice, ‫ف‬ 15% of splenocytes are NP-specifi c B cells ( 25 ) . This strong response leads to large numbers of residual Ag-specifi c B cells at Ͼ12 wk after immunization ( 26 ) , the excess of which compared to sham-immunized mice can reasonably be assumed to be memory cells. Depending on the specifi c Tg system and the immunization protocol, residual Ag-specifi c cells could number as many as 12 ϫ 10 6 per spleen 12 -16 wk after immunization, which is ‫ف‬ 10-fold more than the preimmune state (unpublished data).
Further, we have shown in this system that short courses of BrdU durably labeled a subset of Ag-specifi c B cells that remains stable for at least 20 wk after immunization ( 26 ) . Using BrdU, we defi ned memory B cells as Ag-specifi c cells that divided in response to Ag (and thus took up BrdU), and then exited the cell cycle and remained in a resting state (and thus retained the BrdU) for Ͼ3 mo after immunization. We found that such Ag-specifi c BrdU ϩ cells were at least sixfold more numerous in immune compared with alum-immunized mice ( 26 ) . This defi nition of memory cells is appealing because it avoids assumptions about markers or sites of development, only requiring that the cell had divided in response to Ag and remained in the animal for a long duration thereafter.
We use this approach to defi ne the expression of a large panel of surface and intracellular markers on murine memory B cells, allowing us to defi ne a unique phenotype. Interestingly, we found that memory cells display considerable phenotypic heterogeneity. Notably, some subsets of cells that clearly had responded to Ag months ago, including cells that had undergone isotype switch, remain unmutated. By studying mutational content over time in one of the subsets, we
The lack of up-regulation of CD80 on some memory cells, which is a feature of each of these systems, could not be attributed to contamination of memory cells with naive CD80 neg / NP ϩ cells because even in situations in which Ͼ90% of the NP ϩ population was generated via immunization, almost half of the NP ϩ cells were nonetheless CD80 neg ( Fig. 1 D and Fig.  S1, B and D) . Thus, the existence of CD80 ϩ and CD80 neg populations seems a general feature of the memory B cell compartment. These data parallel fi ndings of a subset of human CD27 ϩ cells with higher levels of CD80 ( 8, 18 -20 ) .
Other cell surface markers that distinguish memory and naive B cells There were signifi cant diff erences in the expression of four additional cell surface markers in NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ cells from immune Vh186.2 Tg mice compared with NP ϩ cells from the following alum-immunized mice: MHC class II (MHCII), CD95, CD62L, and CD73 (P < 0.02; Fig. 2 A and Table II ) . These changes were refl ected in an increased frequency of positive cells, an increased level of expression among the positive cells, or both. There was a twofold increase in frequency of CD95 ϩ /NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ cells versus naive CD95 ϩ /NP ϩ cells ( Table II ) , although among the CD95 ϩ population, the levels of CD95 on NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ cells and NP ϩ naive cells were similar ( Table II , Table II ) . Again, the up-regulation of these two markers was confi rmed on NP ϩ /IgG1 ϩ cells in both the B1-8 knock-in and the non-Tg B6 mice ( Fig. 2, B and C ). These data extend to the protein level a previous report of increased CD95 mRNA expression in non-Tg IgG1 ϩ /CD38 ϩ /NP ϩ memory cells versus naive CD38 ϩ B cells ( 12 ) . Interestingly, multicolor fl ow cytometry showed that CD80 and CD73, both of which are found on only a subset of memory cells, are up-regulated on the same subpopulation; there is also a CD80 ϩ /CD73 neg population that is most apparent among IgG1 ϩ memory cells in B1-8 knock-in and B6 mice (Fig. S2 , available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20062571/DC1). MHCII expression showed a diff erent pattern, with a significant increase in the mean fl uorescence intensity (MFI) of MHCII expression on NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ compared with naive NP ϩ cells (P < 0.005). This was caused by a shift in the distribution twice ( 25, 26 ) , mIg Tg cells transferred to an immunized irrelevant recipient, and immunized B1-8 knock-in mice ( 32 ) . In each case, CD80 expression was increased on a subset of memory B cells ( Fig. 1 D and Fig. S1 , A -C). Notably, in stains that produced isotype-switched memory B cells, most IgG1 ϩ /NP ϩ cells were CD80 ϩ ( Fig. 1 D ) and, conversely, most CD80 ϩ cells were IgD neg (Fig. S1, C and D) . Thus, CD80 is upregulated on memory cells from Tg and non-Tg mice, on both IgM and IgG cells, as detected in intact mice or after transfer, with or without BrdU. 
Markers that are bold are different between naive and memory cells. Those that are italicized are heterogeneously expressed.
CD35, and CD38 ( Table I and ( 27, 28 ) , although it is unclear if they necessarily express markers of the naive resident MZ B cell population, such as CD35. Regardless, heterogeneous expression of cell surface markers such as CD35 suggested either diverse origins or functions of long-lived B cells, or both. Notably, because our system restricts the precursor and memory populations to essentially a single BCR, this heterogeneity is independent of BCR specifi city.
of NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ cells to the highest expression levels of MHCII ( Fig. 2 A and Table II ). There also was a signifi cantly increased population of CD62L hi cells among the NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ B cells (P < 0.01; Fig. 2 A and Table II ) . We did not test for the modest increases in these two markers in the two IgG1-producing systems.
Some proteins were heterogeneously expressed in both memory and naive subsets, indicating possible heterogeneity in function There were no signifi cant diff erences in expression between the naive and memory populations among the remaining 24 molecules (P Ͼ 0.05; Table I ). However, there were a few that displayed bimodal expression, yet in a similar pattern in both the naive and memory compartments, as seen in CD23, of the sequences could potentially originate from unmutated naive B cells with intrinsically high levels of CD80 in the CD35 hi compartment. Contamination from unmutated naive cells cannot, therefore, completely account for 73% of the sequences in the immune CD80 ϩ /CD35 hi population being germline ( Fig. 4 C ) . Importantly, in BrdU labeling experiments, there was an equal frequency of BrdU ϩ cells in the CD80 ϩ /CD35 lo and CD80 ϩ /CD35 hi populations, indicating that both compartments are generated equally during the GC phase of the response, and thus both contain true memory cells (unpublished data).
To determine more defi nitively the mutation status of CD80 ϩ /CD35 ϩ memory cells, and to extend the fi ndings to wild-type non-Tg mice, we sorted these populations from immune B6 mice 13, 14, and 15 wk after immunization, using IgG1, along with CD80, to identify memory cells and NIP-binding to identify Ag-specifi c cells ( Fig. 4 D ) . In these sorts, the frequency of NIP ϩ /IgG1 cells was ‫ف‬ 50 cells per 10 6 splenocytes, which is in agreement with a prior study using the same Ag in B6 mice at 11.5 wk ( 12 ). The latter study Bimodal distribution of somatic mutations among CD80 ؉ memory cells CD80 ؉ , and not CD80 neg , memory B cells represent the mutated compartment. Given the heterogeneous expression of CD80 among memory B cells, we were interested in whether this marker correlated with any other functional or genetic properties. Mutations are an indication of prior activation, e.g., in the GC ( 34 ) , from which most memory cells are assumed to originate ( 29 ) . Thus, V gene mutation is generally considered a hallmark of memory B cells. We wanted to determine if the presence of mutation correlated with expression of CD80. For these studies, it was not feasible to use BrdU as a marker for long-lived memory cells because its detection requires DNase treatment, which inhibits amplifi cation of V region DNA sequences. Therefore, we used FACS-based sorting to purify CD80 ϩ and CD80 neg NP ϩ B cells from (mϩs)Ig Tg spleens taken 24 wk after immunization, a time at which ϩ GC B cells are no longer detectable in spleen (Fig. S3 , available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/ content/full/jem.20062571/DC1), and sequenced the endogenous V 1 genes ( Fig. 3 A ) . A greater number of mutations per V 1 gene was observed in the sequences recovered from CD80 ϩ versus CD80 neg cells ( Fig. 3 B ; P = 0.003, MannWhitney test). The increase in the mean number of mutations per V 1 gene of CD80 ϩ sequences was caused by both a higher frequency of mutated sequences and a greater extent of mutations per individual sequence ( Fig. 3, C and B , respectively) . Although the frequency of germline sequences was significantly lower in the CD80 ϩ population (P = 0.008, 2 test), such sequences still made up 30% of the total number from this otherwise highly mutated population ( Fig. 3 C ) .
Among CD80 ؉ cells, mutations are restricted to the CD35 lo compartment. Given the heterogeneity in the extent of mutation even in the CD80 ϩ population, along with the observation that there was a bimodal distribution of CD35 expression among memory cells, we next asked whether mutations would segregate with CD35 expression ( Fig. 4 A ) . Strikingly, among the CD80 ϩ cells, the mutated sequences were highly enriched in the CD35 lo population ( Fig. 4 , B and C ; P = 0.001, Mann -Whitney). Moreover, even the few mutated sequences in the CD35 hi subset had only 1 -2 mutations, whereas the average mutated sequence from CD35 lo cells had ‫ف‬ 4 ( Fig. 4 B and not depicted) . The absence of mutation in the CD80 ϩ /CD35 hi population was surprising considering that CD80 -regardless of CD35 expression -appears to be a specifi c marker for memory B cells.
Although there is the possibility of some naive cells being sorted in the CD80 ϩ /CD35 hi gate, even in immune mice, this is not suffi cient to account for the striking lack of mutations in CD80 ϩ /CD35 hi cells. Naive cells only account for 25 -30% of the CD80 ϩ population in immune mice, and of the CD80 ϩ compartment in naive mice, 70% are CD35 hi (unpublished data). This results in 28% of CD80 ϩ /CD35 hi cells being naive in immune mice. Therefore, at most, 30% We conclude that expression of CD80 in combination with low expression of CD35 distinguishes the mutated population of memory cells, with high expression of CD35 conversely identifying a previously unappreciated population of unmutated memory cells.
Selection of mutated sequences over time during the late primary response
To determine whether these memory subsets had diff erential survival or selection, we next asked whether the distribution of mutations was altered as the memory compartment aged. Comparing V 1 sequences from the CD80 ϩ /NP ϩ population obtained 12 and Ͼ24 wk after immunization in (mϩs)Ig Tg mice, we found more mutations per V 1 gene in the sequences obtained at Ͼ24 versus 12 wk ( Fig. 5 A ; P Ͻ 0.05, Mann -Whitney test). In principle, this could either be caused by ongoing mutation in the memory compartment or by selective survival of mutated cells. Ongoing mutation is not an explanation, however, as there was no further accumulation of mutations in the mutated sequences at 24 vs. 12 wk ( Fig.  5 A and not depicted) . Rather, the overall increase in mutations per gene in the sequences from Ͼ24-wk-old memory cells was accounted for by a signifi cant reduction in the fraction of unmutated sequences at Ͼ24 versus 12 wk after immunization ( Fig. 5 B ; P Ͻ 0.02, 2 test). Thus, it appeared that B cells with mutated V regions were being selectively preserved over time, although these V regions did not accumulate any further mutations.
The loss of unmutated sequences at later times indicated a selection process either for cells that contain mutated sequences (positive) or against those cells that contain unmutated Ig genes (negative). Although it was not possible to distinguish these possibilities, diff erences in the selection of the mutated sequences could be measured over time, analyzing the relative distribution of replacement mutations in the complementaritydetermining regions (CDRs) and framework regions (FWs) of Ig V regions ( 35, 36 ) . Positive selection tends to enrich replacement mutations in the CDRs ( 36 ) . Interestingly, the relative distribution of replacement mutations in the CDR and FW regions changed signifi cantly with time ( Fig. 5 C ; P = 0.0016, 2 test). Although 59% of replacement mutations were in the CDRs 12 wk after immunization, Ͼ85% of replacement mutations were in CDRs at Ͼ24 wk after immunization. Thus, enrichment of mutated sequences over time in the memory compartment is accompanied by positive selection of replacement mutations in CDRs.
Memory cells are equally distributed between the follicle and MZ in spleen Memory B cells are thought to reside in the MZ of the spleen, though in the rodent this conclusion is based on a study of rat immune responses at relatively short time periods after immunization (2 -4 wk; [references 28, 37 ] ). In humans, V genes microdissected from the splenic MZ carried somatic mutations, suggestive of memory cells ( 27 ) . Human CD27 ϩ memory B cells also have a MZ-like phenotype, which is also found only 4 NP ϩ GC cells per 10 6 splenocytes at this time point, indicating little contamination by persistent GC cells (albeit with cells that would have much higher mutation frequencies in any case [reference 12 ]) could not aff ect the results. We also confi rmed in these sorts that essentially all isolated cells were CD38 hi (Fig. S4 , available at http://www .jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20062571/DC1), further showing that they were not GC cells ( 14 ) . In a striking parallel to the results from the (mϩs)Ig strain, the CD80 ϩ /CD35 lo subset was more highly mutated than the CD35 hi subset of IgG1 ϩ /NP ϩ /CD38 ϩ B cells from immune B6 mice (average 4.5 mutations/sequence vs. 0.33 mutations/sequence, respectively; Fig. 4, E and F ) . The diff erence in mutation status between the subsets was quite remarkable, as there were no unmutated sequences recovered in the CD80 ϩ /CD35 lo population ( Fig. 4 F ) , and of the mutated sequences in the CD80 ϩ /CD35 hi group, only 1 -2 mutations were observed ( Fig. 4 E ) . Thus, the few unmutated sequences found in sorted CD80 ϩ /CD35 lo immune (mϩs)Ig NP ϩ cells most likely were the result of naive contamination, which has been eff ectively eliminated in the sorts using IgG1 in B6 mice. laid images, as in Fig. 6 D (see Materials and methods for details). Cell counts in either the follicle or MZ were normalized to the measured area of the region analyzed, and the ratio of the normalized counts in the follicle and MZ was determined ( Fig. 6 F ) . We found that Ag-specifi c memory B cells were equally distributed between the follicle and MZ at 8 wk after immunization. This distribution evolved with time, as the density of ϩ /BrdU ϩ cells in the follicle at 12 wk after immunization was twofold higher than that in the MZ ( Fig. 6 F ; P = 0.03, Student ' s t test) .
It has been thought that CD35 expression correlates with anatomical position in the spleen, i.e., CD35 hi B cells in the MZ ( 33 ) , although this has never been determined directly for memory B cells. To determine the expression of CD35 on BrdU ϩ / ϩ cells located in either the follicle or MZ, an analysis similar to that described in Fig. 6 was performed, with the addition of immunofl uorescent staining for CD35, allowing for distinction between CD35 bright and dull cells. In a limited study, we found that approximately half of the BrdU ϩ / ϩ B cells in the follicle 8 wk after immunization expressed high levels of CD35 (unpublished data). This suggested that for the memory compartment, in contrast to preimmune B cell subsets, high expression of CD35 did not necessarily correlate with localization to the MZ.
DISCUSSION
The studies reported here provide several new insights into the biology of memory B cells. We established a system to identify memory B cells with a minimum of a priori assumptions that defi ned new phenotypic markers for memory cells and, in the process, revealed unexpected heterogeneity, including unmutated memory cells. Finally, we found that memory cells are located in both the follicle and MZ of the spleen. The approach and the markers it identifi ed should be useful for the study of murine memory B cells in a variety of systems.
Although many surface markers were similarly expressed between naive and memory cells, as expected from two resting populations in the same cell lineage, we did fi nd substantial and reproducible diff erences for a small number of markers. That we found unique surface marker expression patterns strongly supports the conclusion that we have, indeed, identifi ed discrete populations of memory B cells. Consistent with studies done in both humans and mice ( 12, 18 -20 ) , we observed an increase in CD80 ϩ and CD95 ϩ cells among the memory B cell population compared with the naive population ( Fig. 1, Fig. 2 , and Fig. S1 , available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20062571/DC1). Up-regulation on memory cells of the most important surface proteins -CD73, CD80, and CD95 -was found not just on IgM ϩ /NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ cells from Vh186.2 Tg mice, but also on IgG1 ϩ /NP ϩ cells in B1-8 knock-in and in non-Tg B6 mice. This confi rms the generality of these markers, as well as validates the relevance of the Vh186.2 Tg and B1-8 knock-in systems. Other surface proteins diff erentially expressed on memory cells in human, most notably CD27 and CD23, were not diff erent between murine naive and memory B cells CD35 hi /CD23 lo ( 10, 22, 38 ) . We used a combination of immunohistochemistry and fl uorescence to identify the BrdU ϩ / ϩ memory cells in the MZ and follicle of the spleen at 8 and 12 wk after immunization in mice given a BrdU pulse label during the peak of the immune response. The inner border of the MZ and the outer border of the follicle were demarcated with MOMA-1 ( 39 ) . The outer border of the MZ was marked using F4/80, which stains macrophages from the red pulp, such that the unstained area between the MOMA-1 ring and the F4/80-stained red pulp is the MZ ( Fig. 6, A and D ) . To identify Ag-specifi c memory B cells, we used Abs to the light chain, which in the context of the expressed Vh186.2 gene confers specifi city for NP ( Fig. 6 , B and E ). BrdU ϩ / ϩ cells were identifi ed from images taken at higher magnifi cation (400ϫ; Fig. 6 E , insets) and their position in either the follicle or MZ was determined from over- 
BALB/c B cells, which is consistent with our fi ndings ( 44 ), although little is known about its specifi c role in B cells.
Although naive NP ϩ B cells had both CD62L lo and CD62L hi populations, memory NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ B cells were more homogenously CD62L hi , which is reminiscent of a central -memory phenotype in T cells ( Fig. 2 ) ( 21 ) . Memory T cells that lack CD62L are more likely found in peripheral tissues ( 21, 45 ) . Therefore, it is possible that CD62L lo memory B cells could be recirculating in the periphery, and therefore absent from the spleen, providing an explanation for the diff erence in expression profi les between naive and memory B cells. In fact, NP ϩ /BrdU ϩ B cells could be found in peripheral organs of immune mice, such as the liver and intestine, although the expression of CD62L on these cells was not determined (unpublished data).
Among our most interesting fi ndings was phenotypic heterogeneity in the memory compartment, e.g., as defi ned by expression of CD35 and CD80 ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). Although this approach to subsetting memory cells is new, there have been other demonstrations of heterogeneity in the memory B cell compartment, particularly in regard to the Ig isotype ( 46 ) . In humans, IgM and IgG subtypes of CD27 ϩ memory cells have been delineated and shown to have some diff erent functional properties ( 2, 47 ) . Similarly, in human, CD148 identifi es memory cells, only a subset of which is positive for the more typically used marker CD27 ( 20 ) .
We assessed memory B cell subpopulations for V region mutation. Many sequences from CD80 ϩ memory B cells were substantially mutated, whereas CD80 neg B cells from immune (mϩs)Ig mice were mainly unmutated ( Fig. 3 ) . There is heterogeneity within the CD80 ϩ population itself, and likely represent species diff erences ( Fig. 2 and not depicted) . CD73, MHCII, and CD62L had increased expression on memory cells; none of these had been identifi ed previously in human or mouse. A homogenous shift in expression was seen for CD95, CD62L, and MHCII, albeit with some overlap with naive populations, such that neither of these markers alone should be used to identify memory cells. However, there is heterogeneity of expression of CD80 and CD73 (Fig. S2) , such that a subpopulation of positive cells clearly emerges in the memory compartment. Yet there are also substantial fractions of BrdU ϩ Ag-specifi c cells that have low expression of these markers. Thus, CD80 and CD73 together do delineate a separable population that includes a fraction of all memory cells.
Collectively, the increased levels of CD80 and MHCII on memory B cells suggest that these cells would diff erentially engage CD4 T cells (either naive or memory) during a recall response. A variety of further genetic studies will be required to test this hypothesis. In this vein, although B cells are generally presumed to be less potent APCs for naive T cells compared with DCs, the experiments that have demonstrated this eff ect have used naive, resting B cells ( 40, 41 ) .
It is more diffi cult to speculate on the roles of CD95 and CD73. Although one might expect that memory cells would be more susceptible to FasL-induced cell death mediated by activated Th1 T cells, CD95 expression does not always correlate with sensitivity to ligation-mediated cell death ( 42 ) . CD73 is an ectoenzyme that generates extracellular adenosine, and which has been linked to down-modulation of infl ammatory immune responses ( 43 ) . Interestingly, CD73 was previously noted to be more highly expressed on isotype-switched ate, diff erences could be predicted by diff erences in expression of known surface markers, like CD35 and CD80, which are likely to be important for memory B cell function upon reimmunization. In this regard, one potentially significant observation was that mutated cells were progressively enriched among the CD80 ϩ Ag-specifi c cells over time ( Fig. 5 ) . Several possible explanations can be entertained for this enrichment, as follows: (a) unmutated cells have a shorter half-life and are not homeostatically renewed in the memory compartment as effi ciently as the mutated cells; (b) some of the unmutated cells lose expression of CD80, but remain as memory cells with a diff erent phenotype; and (c) the unmutated CD80 ϩ cells have a greater tendency over time to localize in compartments outside the spleen, and thus would have been invisible to our assay. It seems likely, however, that selective survival must play at least some role. Otherwise, it would be diffi cult to explain the enrichment of replacement mutations in CDR that is also seen among the mutated subset over time ( Fig. 5 ) . This observation suggests that affi nity itself plays a role in long-term survival. Affi nity-dependent survival capacity could be imprinted at the time of initial selection or result from continued sensing of residual Ag in the alum depot or in retained immune complexes. " Tonic signaling, " a term that refers to low-level BCR stimulation, clearly does promote survival of naive B cells ( 32, 53 ) , and thus sensing of very low levels of residual Ag as a mode to promote memory survival would be entirely analogous.
Finally, we observed that Ag-specifi c BrdU ϩ memory cells were found in both the follicle and the MZ. This was unexpected because, on the basis of studies in rats by MacLennan et al., it had been widely assumed that memory cells were only to be found in the MZ ( 28 ) . Actually, data from those studies (as mentioned by the authors themselves) demonstrate that some memory cells were indeed found in the follicle. These MZ localization data were mainly derived from time points shortly after immunization ( 28 ) . We found relatively more memory cells located in the follicle with time after immunization ( Fig. 6 F ) . It is still not clear if the discrepancy between our results and the studies in rat relate to species diff erences, timing of observation, methods used to identify memory cells (in [reference 28 ], only Ag specifi city was used) or even the nature of immunogen. In any case, our data call for a reexamination of the notion that memory cells are exclusively or even mainly located in the MZ in mice.
A related question is whether memory cells with the CD35 hi " MZ " phenotype ( 33 ) only reside within the MZ. We attempted to assess this using BrdU and immunofl uorescence for CD35, in hopes of identifying whether follicle or MZ memory B cells had diff erent levels of expression of this marker. Although it proved technically too challenging to rigorously quantitate the distributions of CD35 hi /BrdU ϩ cells, it was clear that follicles did indeed contain some cells that were CD35 hi . From this, we conclude that in memory cells CD35 expression levels are not indicative of microanatomic localization.
which was a mixture of mutated (70%) and germline (30%) sequences. These mutated and unmutated CD80 ϩ populations could be further separated by their expression of CD35, with mutated cells found principally in the CD80 ϩ /CD35 lo subset ( Fig. 4 ) . Importantly, we extended these fi ndings to non-Tg B6 mice, demonstrating that among IgG1 ϩ /CD80 ϩ / CD38 ϩ memory cells, essentially all the nonmutated sequences were found in the CD35 hi subset. Thus, we have clearly identifi ed a novel and substantial population of memory B cells that is isotype switched, but develops without accumulation of mutations. A similar frequency of unmutated cells was evident in the IgG1-expressing memory compartment of B6 NP-immune mice in a prior study, although this aspect was not commented on, nor was it identifi ed as being confi ned to the CD80 ϩ /CD35 hi subset of memory cells ( 12 ) . Interestingly, there may be a parallel in humans, as there is a fraction of unmutated memory B cells in the CD27 ϩ memory population (5 germlines out of 67 sequences [reference 6 ]).
The origins of these mutated and unmutated subsets of memory cells are unclear. Classically, memory B cells are thought to derive from the GC, where most mutation of Ig genes is known to occur ( 29, 34 ) . However, recent studies suggest that there could be at least one, if not multiple, GCindependent pathway of memory development and selection. In B6 mice, whereas GC B cells demonstrated a steady increase in the number of mutations over time, memory cells retained the same lower frequency up to 160 d after immunization ( 12 ) . This disconnect between the extent of mutation in the two compartments implied that a substantial portion of selection into the memory pool either occurred independently of the GC reaction or occurred very early in the GC, before signifi cant mutation took place. Subsequent studies involving genetic defi ciency of CD40 and Bcl-6 in human and mouse, respectively, demonstrated that in the absence of GCs, an unmutated, functional memory B cell compartment could develop ( 48, 49 ) . Additionally, in mice expressing a ␤ -gal reporter that marks cells that have undergone GC diff erentiation, the responding population during a secondary challenge was a mixture of ␤ -gal ϩ and ␤ -gal neg B cells ( 50 ) . This implied that cells could participate in memory responses, even if they had not entered the GC during the primary response, although this study could not distinguish whether the responding ␤ -gal neg B cells had seen Ag previously or were naive, partly because of incomplete marking of GC cells ( 50 ) . Recently, it has also been shown that Tindependent responses can produce long-lasting, functional memory B cells, which appear to be phenotypically distinct from T-dependent memory B cells and comprise a signifi cant portion of the " natural " memory population ( 31, 51, 52 ) . The exact details of these novel pathways of memory B cell selection have yet to be elucidated. Nonetheless, our data show that even with a defi ned Ag and a defi ned, genetically homogenous responding population, phenotypic heterogeneity can still be generated in a T-dependent response.
Although little is known of the functional signifi cance of these diff erent memory pathways and the cells they gener-non-Tg B6 mice (2 mice per sort, 3 sorts 13 -15 wk after immunization) were treated with unlabeled anti-Fc ␥ RII/III (24.G2) and stained with Alexa Fluor 488 -labeled B220 (RA3-6B2), PE-labeled CD80, and NIP-haptenated allophycocyanin (NIP-APC). Alternatively, cells were stained with FITC-labeled anti-CD35 (8C12; BD Biosciences), anti-CD80-PE, NIP-APC, and APC/ Cy7-labeled anti-B220 (RA3-6B2; eBiosciences). Propidium iodide was used for live/dead discrimination. Cells were sorted on either a FACSVantage or FACSAria (BD Biosciences). Cell pellets were digested overnight at 37 ° C in 10 l of digestion buff er (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 50 mM KCL, 0.63 mM EDTA, 0.22% NP-40, and 0.22% Tween-20) containing 0.8 g/ml proteinase K (Novagen). V 1 sequences were amplifi ed by nested PCR using Pfu Turbo polymerase (Stratagene) using external primers 5 Ј -GCACCTCAAGTCTTG-GAGAG-3 Ј and 5 Ј -ACTCTCTCTCCTGGCTCTCA-3 Ј and internal primers 5 Ј -CTACACTGCAGTGGGTATGCA ACAATGCG-3 Ј and 5 Ј -GTTCTC-TAGACCTAGGACAGTCAGTTTGG-3 Ј . Amplifi ed DNA was cloned directly into pCR 4 Blunt-TOPO vector using the Zero Blunt TOPO PCR Cloning kit for sequencing (Invitrogen). V 1 DNA was further amplifi ed by placing colonies directly into PCR reactions containing the primers M13 forward 5 Ј -GTAAAACGACGGCCAG-3 Ј and M13 reverse 5 Ј -CAGGAAA-CAGCTATGAC-3 Ј . DNA was purifi ed from the PCR reaction mixture with the QIAquick PCR Purifi cation kit (QIAGEN), mixed with sequencing primer, T3 5 Ј -AATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGG-3 Ј , and sequenced by the Keck Biotechnology Resource Laboratory at Yale University School of Medicine using Applied Biosystems DNA sequencers. Sequences were aligned to a rearranged germline V 1/J 1 sequence using Lasergene DNA analysis software.
Histology. Serial sections were stained with goat anti --alkaline phosphatase (AP; Southern Biotech) or the combination of FITC-labeled anti-MOMA-1 (Serotec) and biotin-labeled anti-F4/80 (C1:A3; Caltag Laboratories), using AP-conjugated anti-FITC (Invitrogen) and streptavidin (SA)-horseradish peroxidase (Vector Laboratories) as the secondary reagents, respectively. Sections were then developed with Fast Blue BB and 3-amino-9-ethyl-carbazole (Sigma-Aldrich). The sections where BrdU was to be detected were fi rst treated with 0.07N HCl to quench any remaining AP activity, followed by fi xation with a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min. After washing with 1ϫ PBS, BrdU sections were then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in 0.1% Na Citrate solution for 2 min on ice. Sections were treated with DNase (300 kunitz Units in 0.15 M NaCl/4.2 mM MgCl 2 for 30 min at room temperature) before the addition of biotin-labeled anti-BrdU (PRB-1; Phoenix Flow), followed by SA-AP (Invitrogen). BrdU staining was developed with Fast Red (Sigma-Aldrich). Using Photoshop (Adobe), brightfi eld images from serially stained sections were inverted to resemble immunofl uorescent images. Channels corresponding to the appropriate marker were imported into a new Photoshop document and false colored to identify each uniquely: anti-was red, anti -MOMA-1 was green, and anti-F4/80 was blue. Follicular architecture, i.e., central arteriole location, was used to accurately overlay images from serial sections. BrdU ϩ / ϩ cells were identifi ed from 200ϫ brightfi eld images. Areas (in arbitrary pixel units) of follicles and MZ were measured using ImagePro Plus 3.0 for a Mac.
Statistics. Simple statistical tests used are indicated adjacent to P values in the text.
Online supplemental material. Fig. S1 shows the identifi cation of CD80 ϩ memory cells in additional mouse models. Fig. S2 shows the coexpression of CD80 and CD73 on memory cells in three diff erent model systems. Fig. S3 shows the kinetics of GC frequency and size as determined by histology in immunized (mϩs)Ig Tg mice. Fig. S4 shows CD38 expression on putative memory B cells sorted from B6 mice 15 wk after immunization, demonstrating that they are not GC B cells, which would be CD38 lo . The online version of this article is available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20062571/DC1.
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We have established the existence of subsets of memory B cells using a Tg mouse model, a Vh knock-in model, and nonTg mice. That we could observe generation of diff erent types of memory cells, even with a starting population that expressed a single type of BCR, favors the notion that stochastic factors can generate functional heterogeneity in the memory compartment. We believe this system demonstrates at least some of the biological capabilities of memory cell generation. However, we recognize that this hapten-specifi c system, although having strengths and enabling possible pathways to be defi ned, may not be indicative of every situation. In pathogen responses, or with other antigens and innate immune signals, the direction of diff erentiation could be altered, leading to the domination of one or another type of memory cell. Now that such subsets and their associated markers are identifi ed, it will be possible in future work to elucidate origins and functional signifi cance of these cells, including in more polyclonal systems and with other immunogens.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice and immunizations. The Vh186.2 Tg, AM14 HL CB17, and B1-8 knock-in mouse strains have been previously described ( 25, 32, 54 ) . (mϩs)Ig and mIg Tg mice were maintained on the Jh − / − strain to ensure all B cells expressed the IgH Tg. B6 mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. Mice were immunized intraperitoneally at 6 -12 wk of age with either 50 g of alum-precipitated NP 20 -chicken ␥ globulin or alum precipitate only as the control. Hyperimmunization consisted of two doses of alumprecipitated Ag 6 wk apart. In the cell transfer system, recipients were AM14 HL CB17 mice, which were given 2 -5 ϫ 10 6 NP ϩ cells from mIg Tg donors and then immunized within 18 h after transfer. All animal experiments were approved by the Yale Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
BrdU detection. For BrdU labeling, mice were given i.p. injections of 0.6 mg BrdU (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS every 12 h from 11 to 14 d after immunization. Detection of BrdU in cells was essentially as previously described ( 26, 55 ) .
Flow cytometry and reagents used. Single-cell suspensions of RBCdepleted splenocytes from BrdU-labeled alum or immune (mϩs)Ig mice were stained with NIP-haptenated PE (NIP-PE) and FITC-or Alexa Fluor 647 -labeled anti-BrdU. These were used in combination with the following Abs: Biotin-labeled CD40 (3/23), CD27 (L6.3A10), CD19 (1D3), CD38 (clone 90), IL-4Ra (mIL-4R-M1), CD22, CD35 (8C12), and CD95 (Jo-2), along with PE-labeled CD80 (16-10A) ( 1 ), Abs to CD86 (GL1), CD73, and CD23 (B3B4) were purchased from BD Biosciences; the FITC anti -Bcl-2 (3F11) kit was also purchased from BD Biosciences. PE/Cy7 streptavidin was purchased from BioLegend. Unlabeled rabbit polyclonal anti -Bcl-xL was obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnologies. Biotin-labeled Abs to CD24 (30F1), CD44 (Pgp-1), CD11b (Mac-1), and CD62L (Mel-14), along with Alexa Fluor 488 -labeled anti-I-A d (MKD6), were purifi ed and labeled according to the manufacturer ' s guidelines. Unlabeled goat anti -light chain (Southern Biotech) was conjugated to Alexa Fluor 405 according to the manufacturer ' s guidelines (Invitrogen). Biotin-labeled Abs to CD43 (S7), VLA-4, CD11a (LFA-1, M17/4), CD54 (ICAM-1), CD45RB (C363.16A), and BLA-1 were provided by T. Waldschmidt (University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA). Biotin-labeled anti-Ly6C (HK1.4) and Ly6A/E (Sca-1) were provided by A. Bothwell (Yale University, New Haven, CT). H. Kubagawa (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL) provided anti -paired immunoglobinlike receptor-A (PIR-A). Stained cell suspensions were run on a FACSAria, LSRII, or FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences).
Sorting and sequencing. For FACS sorting, spleens pooled from either immune (mϩs)Ig mice (2 mice per sort, 2 sorts per time point) or immune
